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Near-record number of votes cast...

Up Front
Soviet vote changes
communism further
Members of the Soviet parliament
overwhelmingly voted in favor of
giving private citizens the right to
own factories and hire employees.
The 350-3 vote was another major
step in the continuing reform of the
Soviet Union. It broke one of the
long-standing communist ideologies
founded by Karl Marx which
prohibited placing the means of
production in private hands.
The change will require the
ammendment of the Soviet
constitution, which states that "the
foundation of the economic system of
the U.S.S.R. is socialist ownership
of the means of production."

Black freshmen to
get "free ride" at
Florida university
Black freshmen meeting the required
admission standards will recieve free
tuition at Florida Atlantic University
in Boca Raton, Florida.
The university is adopting the
policy in order to improve minority
enrollment.
Atlantic University is the only
university in the nation to have
institute such a program.

Crimes on Campus
On February 28, a minor vehicle
accident at the entrance to the
Thompson parking lot resulted in the
arrest of a drunk driver.
On March 5, a student's unattended
wallet was stolen from a residence
hall. The wallet was later recovered
with all of its contents intact.
-On March 6, a student reported the
theft of his locked bicycle from a
breezeway.

Potter, Otter vie
By Robert Reynolds
News Editor
Bill Potter won the ASUPS
Presidency, capturing 59 percent of the
ballots cast. Potter garnered 578 votes,
out-distancing his opponent Scott Reader
by 177 votes.
Potter was surprised by the wide
margin.
"I didn't expect that big of a
difference," said Potter. "I knew that
Scott had a lot of support."
Reader was not available for comment.
The voting in this election was the
heaviest in five years, with 1021 valid
ballots cast. This is the second highest
turnout on record, falling just short of
the 1053 votes cast in the 1985 general
election.
John Otter defeated Eric Konzelman for
the ASUPS Vice President position,
winning 63 percent of the votes. Otter
was pleased with the results.
"I think we can show the
administration and trustees that we're a
credible, representative organization,"
said Otter. "We can't go wrong with
Otter and Potter."
Konzelman was not so pleased, but
still plans to be active.
"I was disappointed about the margin
[of votes], but I was pleased that there
were over 1,000 ballots cast," said
Konzelman. "I'm not finished in
ASUPS, though. I plan to apply for
ASUPS Director of Business Services
see ELECTIONS page 2

A jubilant Bill Potter basks in his victory after being electd as the new ASUPS
President. Potter won with 59% of the votes in the largest voter turnout in five years.

Regester renovations scheduled
By Robert Reynolds
News Editor
The renovations to Regester Hall,
promised years ago but delayed because
of funding and scheduling problems, are
finally going to take place.

The aging residence hall, built in
1957, is slated for renovation this
summer. The work is scheduled to be
completed in time for student occupancy
in the fall.
Regester, which will be the home of

Mock jurors needed
The Puget Sound Law school needs
people to volunteer as jurors for mock
trials. Participants will have an
opportunity to gain insight into the
trial process.
The trials will be held on four
weekend days in April, and will last
all day. The cases will deal with civil
litigation and wrongful death action.
Anyone intersted in volunteering
should contact Anne Egeler at 2729034 or Angela Cuevas at 383-1750.

Ev
-- Up Front is compiled from press
releases, newspapers, and other
sources.

This lounge in Regester Hall will soon be remodeled in this summer's renovation.

81 upperclass students, will have an
extensive remodeling. The changes
include:
A reworking of the electrical systems.
Complete bathroom renovation,
including new sinks, flooring, counters,
and mirrors.
New carpeting in all of the common
living areas.
-The complete repainting of the
interior and exterior.
A complete window replacement with
new aluminum thermal panes.
All of the lounges and rooms will be
completely refurnished.
Several other changes, including
roofing, gutters, doors, and fire-safety
equipment.
The project is estimated to cost
$400,000, though much of the bidding
still needs to be done.
The fact that upperclassmen would be
living in Regester next year weighed
heavy in the renovation decision.
"We feel a real commitment to
upperclass people to provide something
as nice as New Hall," said Sheryl Miller,
coordinator of operations at Residential
Life.
see REGESTER page 3
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Casino Night preparations near final stage
By Michaele Birney
Assistant News Editor
Preparations are quickly drawing to a
close for the second annual -Resiiience
Hall Association sponscired Casino
Night, to be held March 31. ;
"It is being called Casino!.Night 14?.?'
said Dan Crowe, event matager. The
theme is 'Puttin' on the Ritzl"
The Student Union Build* will begin
its transformation into a casino hall on
Friday, March 30. "You won't even
recognize the Student Union," said
Crowe as he described how decorations
and a lowered ceiling in the Great Hall
will add to the effect.
The Great Hall will be the center of
attraction with 18 blackjack tables, two
craps tables, and two roulette wheels run
by student dealers. The rules of the
games will be the same as that found in a

ELECTIONS from page

casino hall, with the exception that
"script," or play money, will be used
instead of real money or chips.
"We're not allowed to have games of
chance without a gambling license, but
the gambling commission has been very
helt,fdt," said Crowe. "They've even
donated their own time to help us out."
Like Reno or Vegas, live
entertainment will be featured as well.
"There will be entertainment throughout
the night and throughout the Student
Union," said Crowe.
A pianist will be performing in the
lounge and an acoustic combo will be
playing in the Great Hall. A dance,
featuring a live band called Bottom Line
will perform in the Rotunda, and a
cabaret dancer will be circulating
throughout the Student Union. In
addition, all the food and drinks will be

free, with Roundtable Pizza being a
major sponsor of the event and Circle K
providing moctails.
Admission to the event will be $3.00,
for which one will receive a program
detailing the times of various
entertainment shows, the game rules and
a starting amount of script. All proceeds
will go to the Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Tacoma.
Over $4,000 worth of prizes will be
given and raffled away. These prizes
range from ski-passes and dinners-for-two
to audio-visual equipment.
For those who lose their given amount
of script at the gambling tables, loan
sharks will be available to "give"
students "loans." However, in order to
get a loan, the player will need to

perform a stunt for the loan shark; a
stunt that will let others know of his or
her "financial hardship."
"Western Washington does it at their
Casino Night," said Crowe. "We modeled
our Casino Night after theirs."
There is still need for people to work
as greeters, cashiers, loan sharks, and
wait-people during the event.
"If they want to participate they should
fill out an interest sheet, or contact
myself or Kristin Gottlieb," said Crowe.
"We also need a lot of people for set-up
and take-down.
"We encourage everyone, including
faculty and staff, to participate. We
would especially like more Greek
involvement in Casino Night. It's not
just an independent event."

1

this spring. I wish John the best of luck
and I think he'll do a fine job."
Potter is looking forward to working
with Otter in the best interests of the
students.

ELECTIONS

"I feel it's always fun to work with
someone you haven't worked with
before," said Potter. "I've seen him
[Otter] on senate and I know he's a
sincere worker. I'm excited to work with
someone like him."

Along with the new executive officers,
five new senators were elected. Matt
Holm, Lisa Matye, Leslie Skinner, Paul
Weigel, and Herman Westreich will fill
the senatorial positions.
Westreich, who received 701 votes and
far outdistanced the rest of the pack, was
surprised that he got as many votes as he
did.
"I'm honored and I hope I can live up
to everyone's expectations," said
Westreich. "I think the voter turnout in
general is a very, very positive step for
ASUPS."
Matye agreed, and is anxious to get
busy.
"I'm really excited and ready to get to
work," said Matye. "We have a good
group of people and I think we can get a
lot accomplished."
Michelle Ganje, chair of the ASUPS
elections committee, was very pleased
with the turnout.
"I'm thrilled," said Ganje. "I think it's
because we had such dynamic candidates."
The inaguration ceremony for the
newly elected officers will be on
Tuesday, March 22.

Spring 1990 Election Results
President:
Bill Potter
Scott Reader

578
401

Vice President:
John Otter
Eric Konzeiman

593
346

Senators:
Herman Westreich
Leslie Skinner
Lisa Matye
Matt Holm
Paul Weigel
Bryce Stirlen
Rick Davenport

701
495
486
442
385
312
119

Number of valid votes cast:

By Ina Batinovich

Name: Robert Beezer
Position: Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
Education: Ph.D. University of
Illinois, Urbana Chaimpaign,
Mathematics, Masters,
Statistics; B.S. Santa Clara
University
Age: 31
Personal: Married

Staff Writer
How many students and faculty
members live in Thompson Hall? Many
students refer to having two or more
science oriented classes as "living in
Thompson." However, when one steps
back to take a look at "living in
Thompson," many fail to consider the
fact that some faculty members have
their classes, meetings, offices, and
breaks all in the same building.
Robert Beezer is one of those who truly
lives in Thompson. That is, he only
leaves the building to return home to his
wife or to take his noontime swim. He
explained that he did not mind being in
Thompson, sitting at his desk, because
he enjoys his work so much.

PROF

Beezer explained that he is one of those
professors that teaches "for the love of
the subject." He went on to say that he
just wanted to pass some of his
enthusiasm on to his students while
helping them "appreciate the beauty of
mathematics, to use a cliché."
In addition to being a professor, (which
includes grading papers, writing tests,

1,021

fulfilling administrative duties, and
interviewing prospective faculty
members), Beezer conducts mathematical
research. His main focus has been on
modem origins and the graph theory, to
which he quickly remarked, "It's not the
same kind of graph [that students
commonly think of]."
"There are things that people do not
know," said Beezer. "Math is very much
alive, and the typical calculus student
only learns mathematics from the
seventeen and eighteen hundreds."
Beezer also explained that he and three
other colleagues make up a research
group in the mathematics department and
publish papers under the pseudonym
Peter Puget.
Beezer plans to continue in the
mathematics department where the
classes are small and the emphasis is on
teaching, while "staying alive
intellectually and maintaining an
atmosphere of learning."
"A student once wrote on his evaluation
that I treated them, not as students, but
as colleagues," said Bcezer. "That's what
I try to do."
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ASUPS recognizes new activist group

By Michaele Birney

pointed out that unlike Amnesty who
remains non-political, SCNV will

Assistant News Editor
ASUPS has formally recognized a new
activist group called the Student
Committee for Non-Violence (SCNV).
The group, which was founded by six
students, promotes peaceful activites as a
means to combat national and
international conflicts involving
violence.
"This is a completely unique
organization on campus that uses peace
as the objective and peace as the means,"
said David Brown, one of the founding
members of the committee.
"We adopted a lot from Amnesty
[International]," said Andy Thibault,
another of the group's founders. But he

'This is a
completely unique
organization on
campus that uses
peace as the
objective and
peace as the
means.'
become involved in political issues.
While SCNV has only been formally

recognized for two weeks, and informally
together for about a month, the group
has organized a week focusing on El
Salvador. The week after spring break,
March 19-23, will be spent educating the
student body about the current political,
social, and economic situation in El
Salvador.
The week will include the presentation
of two films entitled, "Battle for El
Salvador" and "Salvador," a lecture on
human rights in El Salvador by Kerri
Griffis, and an open forum discussing
U.S. aid to El Salvador.
The following week on Tuesday,
March 27, SCNV will be hosting a
presentation on the Environmental
Project on Central America. This event

is being co-sponsored by Activists for a
Better Environment and the Latin
American Awareness Group.
"The reason we picked El Salvador this
semester is because of the urgency of the
situation," said Thibault.
"The purple ribbons that people are
wearing...they are to symbolize peace in
El Salvador and to remember the 74,000
people killed there," said Brown. "Over
200 ribbons were passed out."
"Central America is not the only
focus," said Thibault. "We address other
issues as well." For example, he said that
the group will be promoting
disarmament and local community
issues.

REGESTER

from page 1

Regester's renovation has been
constantly delayed over the last couple of
years due to a lack of funds and summer
conference scheduling conflicts. The
latest delay was caused by the fact that
the money was needed to build New Hall,
and Regester was needed to house
conference participants. With the
construction of New Hall nearing
completion and funds becoming
available, however, the remodeling of

rWhen I call Mom,
she either wants
to talk art or football.
Usually football?'

'We feel a real
commitment to
upperclass people
to provide
something as nice
as New Hall.'

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day with
AT&T, costs less than $3.00.`And
with fast connections and immediate credit for wrong numbers, how
can you miss?
For more information on
AT&T Long Distance Service, and
products like the AT&T Card, call
1 800 525.7955, Ext. 100.
"Add applicable taxes and surcharges.

a

Jacqueline Reinhard•Arizona State University. Class of 1991

---- AT&T

Regester can now begin.
In addition to the wholesale changes
stated above, some structural changes
will also be made.
"A few new walls will be put in to
make public areas not so open, which
will make it easier for programs and
receptions," said Miller.
A small, microcomputer room will
also be added, which will tentatively hold
two Macintosh computers and two
IBM's. A dot-matrix printer for each pair
will be provided.
The housing arrangement for Regester
next year will be co-ed on each floor,
with a resident assistant on each floor.
Students who win a space in the
residence hall lottery will be able to
choose the room they wish to reside in,
depending on the order in which they
were drawn from the lottery. Lottery
information is available at Residential
Life, the information center, and in the
residence halls.

The right choice.
If you can't read this,
you probably need an
eye exam. See an
opthalmologist.
- A public service message from
your friends at the Trail.
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strategies, creating advertising, screening

and markets microcomputer software

and interviewing candidates, making

in three distinct categories: operating

recommendations regarding hiring

systems and extensions, languages, and
applications. And, to support the devel-

decisions, directing foreign recruiting
efforts, and executing nationwide

opment and marketing of our software,

campus recruit ment programs.

we are organized into a number of divi-

Qualifications should include a

sions: International, Finance, Corporate

BA/BS degree in Business, Human

Communications, Retail Sales, OEM

Resources Management, or other related

Sales/Support, Systems and Applications.

disciplines. Business and/or Human

We are currently seeking Recruiters

Resource experience/exposure preferred.

to be responsible for staffing these tech-

Familarity with microcomputer appli-

nical, marketing and support positions.

cations is desired.
We offer an excellent compensation
and benefits package. To apply, contact
your placement office for our interview

As a Recruiter, you will be responsible for driving all phases of the recruiting process: defining positions with
management, determining recruiting

We are an equal opportunity employer.

dates here on campus.
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By Hugh Weber
A&E Editor
The newest exhibit in the Kittredge
Gallery offers a display of 100 years of
cartoon art. The historical view of
cartooning in Washington state presents
an educational and humorous view of the
artists and subjects which have shaped
history.
The exhibit successfully offers
background information about different
periods which is often required to
appreciate the humor and political bite of
the cartoons. Step by step, observers are
walked through the historical significance
..of each display.

History of life
in Washington
comes to focus
in editorial art
Trends in styles of cartooning and their
dominance in particular periods becomes
clear with specific examples. The
characters from Irwin Caplan's works
from the 1940's are grossly different from
the cartoons of up and coming artist John
Lavin. As the evolution of cartooning
has progressed, the liberty of the artists
to greatly distort the figures has also
developed.
The most notable of the artists
displayed is David Horsey, from the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, a Pulitzer
Prize finalist.

ght: Topical
ng from Steve
Benson, a work from
the acclaimed David
Horsey, and an
unknown artist view
of statehood from the
1890's

A highlight of the exhibit will take
place this weekend when Morning
Tribune cartoonist Steve Benson will
face Milt Prigree of Spokane in a draw off. The competition to see which is the
fastest cartoonist will take place at 1
p.m. on Saturday in Kittredge Gallery.
The show is free to the public and will
continue through March 20th.

Photos by Don Frank

The Puget Sound Trail
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Student production sold out

Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi: a riveting success

By Mike Hoefner

Suzanne Forsythe (left) and !leather Peterson in Dusa, Fish, Stas, and Vi.
talking to Dusa about a morbid childhood
memory, then suddenly catches herself
and then leaves the room, giving us only
a glimpse of her inner demons.
Of the actors, praise goes all around.
Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi was a
particulararly difficult undertaking not
only for the intensity of emotion that
they maintained, but also for the subtlety
of the interactions between them. Two of
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the faces should be familiar to Inside
Theater-goers. Heather Peterson and
Suzanna Forsythe, aside from other pks
including Alpha Psi Omega productions
of No Exit and Laundry & Bourbon,
appeared last spring in a variety of
different characters in Shakespeare's
Fantasies. Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi
continues to show their performing
excellence, no matter what the role. This

play also introduces two freshmen, Amy
Hall and Holly Bosch. If their
performances are any indication of what's
in store for us in the years to come,
there's going to be no shortage of
quality.
In all, Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi was a
riveting play. It gave a vision of
relationships between women that is
rarely seen in entertainment. It was not
the bitchy backstabbing of the classic
film The Women nor was it the postmenopausal wisecracking of The Golden
Girls. Instead of dwelling on these
stereotypes, the play dwelled on people
and how they live and survive together
under extreme conditions.
Additional power was added to the
script and acting through set and design.
The stage was extended so that the
audience was seated on two sides of the
stage. The set was simple, consisting of
a few rugs and pillows among other
comfortable accessories of a living room.
Yet this simple set had the feel of a
cluttered bohemian flat. Combined with
the close seating where the front row was
only a couple of feet from the action,
there was an incredible feeling of
intimacy.
This was the last play that John
Lutterbie will direct at Puget Sound. As
a theater-goer who has sat back in awe of
the innovation and vision he displayed in
last year's Shakespeare's Fantasies and
this years Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi, I
will miss his contributions at the Inside
Theater.
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Contributing Editor
Last week the University of Puget
Sound Theater Department's production
of Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi, a play by
Pam Gems, closed, leaving sold out
houses deeply impressed. As a work of
feminist theater, it also challenged and
enlightened its audience.
Dusa, Fish, Stas, & Vi is the story of
four women: Dusa, a recently divorced
mother of two; Fish, an upper-middle
class Marxist and Labor-union activist;
Stas, a nurse at a mental ward by day and
an "escort" by night; and Vi, an anorexic
who hates to go outside. The entire play
takes place in the London flat they share.
Much of the play is centered around the
conflicts in the lives of Dusa and Fish.
Dusa enters in the beginning, unstrung
over her divorce and is thrown into
emotional turmoil after discovering that
her husband has kidnapped her children
and fled the country. Fish, who puts up a
front of being unflappably strong-willed,
slowly crumbles as her lover first leaves
her and then pushes and pulls her until
she reaches her breaking point.
This focus on Dusa was distracting in
that in that it drew attention from the
two equally interesting characters. As the
play progressed, Vi, after recovering from
her anorexia became more and more a
comic relief. There were a few cryptic
scenes that hinted at her lesbianism, but
they were briefly glimpsed and
subsequently dropped. Stas simularly
gave the appearance that there was much
more to her than was presented. What
comes to mind is a moment when she is
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Bestsellers

March

in

All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten
By Robert Fulghum
The Calvin and Hobbes Lazy Sunday Book
By Bill Watterson
The Long Dark Tea-Time of the Soul
By Douglas Adams
3. Cat's Eye
By Margaret Atwood
The Prehistory of the Far Side
By Gary Larson
The Drawing of the Three
By Stephen King
Trevavne
By Robert Ludlum
S. A Thief of Time
By Tony Hillerman
Breathing Lessons .,
By Anne Tyler
Web of Dreams
By V. C. Andrews

Figures

from

Campus

Paperback

Bestsellers

Buckle Up For Spring Break '90
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CHEESEBURGER
.
you build it your way, on a delicious, freshly baked ..
Flakey Jake's Sesame Seed Bun . .. and then pile on your
favorite condiments from over 20 condiments from our
super fresh selection.
*• . . WITH PURCHASE OF A FLAKEY JAKE'S

BURGER OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE,
at Regular Menu Price.

Parenthood Pg Ron Howard has
come through with another feel good
movie for the mush at heart. The film
looks at the differing stages and

I

I
I

6409 6TH AVENUE • TACOMA

FILM

cki

I

VOW with any other promotional
discount or Meal Deal otters

. Coupon value 1/20c.

I

TELEVISION

VIDEO
ADIO

SPEAKS

frustrations parents have and create
while raising their children. What the
hell exactly is the perfect parent? It is
all enough to send even the calmest
minds to the brink of exasperation.
There are no answers for budding
parents, only entertainment for those
who have put off such duty and relish
in the fact. Ron Howard is not Dr.
Spock, but the movie is entertaining
all the same.

B
How to Get Ahead
in
Advertising Pg The story line is
perhaps a bit demented, however take
heed, it is just another highly
successful, side ripping, intellectual
comedy from the U.K. An up and
coming advertising executive, under
stress to find the perfect sales pitch for
pimple cream, is overcome with a
huge boil. Well, this is not an ordinary
boil (as if any boil was standard). The
test is for the intellectual humorist in
you to explore.
B+

FILM
The Hunt for Red October PG
The movie which stars Scan Connery
and Alec Baldwin is filled with high
action and a fairly interesting storyline.
This work follows the story developed
by Tom Clancy in his thriller of the
same name. Even so the movie lacks
the book's consuming intensity.
For many reasons, the story which
focus on undersea manueverings
between the superpowers seems dated.
Following events of the last year, the
concept of international intrigue and
secret battles is not nearly as enticing
as earlier in the 80's, when the rhetoric
of the Reagan administration helped
propel Clancy's book to the top of the
bestseller's list. Despite this drawback,
the film is still fair entertainment.
Connery and Baldwin both meet the
challenge of their roles. Each one
carves out a characterization that is
both believable and sympathetic. Add
to these performances, interesting sets
and a realistic sense of life undersea,
and one has a movie that at least keeps
one sitting up, if not exactly on the
edge of their scat.

MAYS
800-351-0222
ESSAYS IEPIITS
an
19,278 to choose from —

EFFECTIVE
.3/8 THRU 3/21/90
1 COUPON PER PERSON

TELEVISION
Twin Peaks: a preview: The
countdown has come. Less than a
month. A mere 30 days. Til the big
airing. The premiere. David Lynch
comes to television. Wake up,
America. Wake up and get ready for a
new direction in what television airs.
One might go as far as to say it will
be a redefining of the norm. I'll go that
far. I predict a hit. A big hit. I admit I
might be simply dreaming. Hoping for
some substance. And I'll let it be
known that I think David Lynch is one
of the most insightful and courageous
film directors, ever. To say his work in
television has captured my attention
does not adequately describe my
anticipation. Ecstatic. Overwhelmed.
Basically, near explosion. This is
much closer, but only slightly. I don't
think I'll sleep til April 8th-okay
maybe a few hours.
Lynch, the director of such diverse
films as The Elephant Man,
Eraserhead, and Blue Velvet has been
at work on this nighttime soap opera
for over a year. The show, Twin
Peaks, which was filmed largely in
Washington state, deals with the life
and times of the residents of a city by
the same name.
Only this is no average soap opera.
Lynch plans an exposing life as it has
never before been examined on
television. If his past works are any
indication this is no understatement.
His masterpiece, Blue Velvet,
fleshed out the realities of life that are
often ignored. It brought into focus
characters that we all have known,
even though we might deny it. The
movie dealt with a world that was not
always light and pretty and
uncomplicated. Instead, it tackled the
issues of personal obsession, inner
pain, secret yearning, and private
fantasy, straight-up.
His direct approach and unorthodox
use of camera angles make his films
unforgettable and for many viewers
uncomfortable. Lynch has promised
that the series will be amusing,
challenging, and original. Thus far in
his career he has come through on his
promises and I'm certain Twin Peaks
will be a series to remember.
Mark your calendars for April 8th,
and be prepared for a powerful journey
around the corner, to a place like
home. A place where people say one
thing and do another. A town where
image is as valued as substance. A
community in which what drives
people is often as elusive as what they
seek. Welcome, to the world of David
Lynch. Welcome to life.
Prediction- A+

VIDEO
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I. ROAD TRIPPING TO CALIFORNIA OR MEXICO
SKI TRIPS TO MONTANA, COLORADO, OR LAKE TAHOE
VISIT FRIENDS IN AUSTRALIA
5 HIKE WITH THE OUTHAUS IN ESCALANTE
6. VISIT THE GRAND CANYON WITH THE GEOLOGY DEPT.
7. GO TO W.S.U.
8. STAY HOME
WORK OUT WITH THE CREW TEAM
VEG
9. WORKING
10. I DON'T KNOW

A series on drugs: Use

Think twice before takin
Drugs are nothing new. For most of us
they've been around since high school.
Many of us have tried them: smoked a
little pot or if we were a little more
daring, eaten some magic mushrooms or
tried a hit of acid. Or if we haven't tried
them, we've at least seen them. As a
generation, we are so familiar with them
that "just say no" seems more than a
little naive and condescending. Most
"just say no-ers" haven't the slightest
idea what they're talking about. We know
more about who does drugs, what they're
like, and what the dangers are than most
parents, campus administrators, and and a
hundred Nancy Reagan's. Drugs and drug
users, like people who drink alcohol, are
a reality that we college types have
adapted to pretty well. So what's the big

deal.
The big deal is that we rarely look at
ourselves and drugs objectively. We have
accepted them, and thus we have ceased
to ask ourselves crucial questions about

'Most "just say noers" haven't the
slightest idea what
they're talking
about.'
their use. Most of us probably think that
smoking a little pot "in moderation" is
okay. But how much is "in moderation,"

how much is too much, and how can we
prevent ourselves from crossing that

'The big deal is that
we rarely look at
ourselves and
drugs objectively.'
line? Drug use is a personal choice. But
if casual use becomes chemical
dependency, then choice becomes
impossible.
Another thing we've stopped asking is
why we choose to do drugs at all. Are
our amusements really so dull that we

need drugs to enhance them? Or maybe
we have ulterior reasons for using drugs
that we may not be aware of. Arc we
using them to escape from personal
problems? For many college students,
drugs are a part of being free of parental
control. But isn't getting high a shallow,
superficial way to assert yourself? Even

'Drugs can change
quickly from a few
laughs into absolute
hell.'
in college, some social cliques still form

m
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POSSIBLE PUGET SOUND FUN
OUTDOORS:
HIKE AND CAMP OVERNIGHT IN THE CASCADES OR OLYMPICS
SKI AREA RESORTS (CRYSTAL. SNOWQUALMIE SUMMIT, SKI ACRES)
VISIT THE BEACH: OCEAN SHORES (ENJOY THE SURF EVEN IF IT IS AS
COLD AS HELL)

SEE THE SIGHTS OF SEATTLE:

PIKE PLACE MARKET, BROADWAY,

SEATTLE CENTER

BIKE PT. DEFIANCE
INDOORS:
PLAYS: TACOMA LITTLE THEATER, T.A.G.
MOVIES: TWILITE SHOWS (BEFORE 5PM) NARROWS PLAZA 8 ONLY 3$
BARS: ENGINE HOUSE #9, JAVA JIVE, FX
DANCING BARS: SPINNAKERS, CELEBRITIES (SEATTLE)
LIVE MUSIC BARS :ANY WHERE IN PIONEERS SQUARE (SEATTLE)
DINERS/ RESTAURANTS: KNAPPS, ANTIQUE SANDWICH CO.,
BOONDOCKS
ART: TACOMA ART MUSEUM, SEATTLE ART MUSEUM IN VOLUNTEER
PARK
Photos by Don Frank and Staff

that toke
and the bong, the keg, and the stereo.
t arc the drugs mere fashion,
mething we should have left behind us
adolescence? Or there is always the
.th that drugs will make us more
ative, or grant us profound insights.
is is a bogus reason; the truth is that

'Drugs are nothing
new.'
Irped perceptions might be incredibly
vel and amusing, but they are rarely
found.
Obviously, this story is being written
someone who used to do drugs, but

now chooses not to. I hope that the only
reason people choose to do drugs, and I
am speaking primarily of marijuana, is
to have fun--not for any other reason.
Drugs undoubtedly can be fun. Any
person who can't understand that should
ruminate over it while they sip their next
glass of champagne at a New Year's Eve
party. But like alcohol, drugs can also be
incredibly dangerous. Drugs can change
quickly from a few laughs into absolute
hell. The danger arises when we take
them for granted and forget to make
careful decisions. Regardless of what the
law or the administration says, drugs are
an inevitable fact of life on a college
campus. Our challenge is to take them,
and ourselves, seriously.

This is part of a series on drug issues that began
in the Februray 22nd issue of The Trail. The author
of this article wishes to remain anonymous. He is
currently a junior at the University of Puget Sound.

Meals Pr@gram
Mondays at lunch and dinner, eat a simple meal
for 75 points. The points miraculously
become cash, and the funds go to Oxfam
America and the Pierce County Food Network.
Meetings are Wed. at 7pm in SUB Lounge.
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College bowl team 'does us proud' in tournaments
By Jeff Grocott
Staff Writer
Thirteen four-person teams participated
in the Puget Sound College Bowl
Tournament. The finals were held on
Monday, February 19th in the Rotunda.
"Guys without Dates" (Paul Huddlesten,
John Schussler, Chris Doran, James
Olsen) defeated "The Women of St.
Francis" (named in honor of Frank
Cousins) (Shauna James, Piper
McGregor, Betsy Solomon, Linda Plato)
in the final round. "Alonzo Mitz"

rounded out the top three.
The Puget Sound all-star team was
made up of members of the winning
team and individual tournament high
scorers. James Olsen, Shauna James,
Howie Green, and Jeremy Gulley were
chosen to represent Puget Sound at the
Regional Tournament March 23 at the
University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho.
"It was amazing, it raised my
intellectual abilities 20%. It was a lot of
fun and I recommend it to anyone" said
Shauna James. "But. If I had to hear

'Welcome to College Bowl, the varsity
sport of the mind' one more time I would
scream. That's the only possible
drawback to the tournament."
Our Puget Sound team proved to be
real hot-shots at the tournament. They
beat University of Washington and the
University of Idaho (the top 2 finishers
for the last two years) in the first two
rounds. They continued through the
winners' bracket, defeating Whitman and
Linfield. They were finally defeated, in
two close matches, by the University of

Oregon team. U. of 0. will continue on
to a national tournament. The Puget
Sound team has about a 1 in fifteen
chance of competing against other
schools at the National Tournament at
the University of Minnesota, during the
last week of April.
College Bowl is described as being like
Jeopardy!, but with teams and questions
similar to those asked on Jeopardy! or
Trivial Pursuit, but much harder.

8 roundtrip airfares on
\orthwest Airlines.
t's,not just a great price.
Its a great experience.

H,z,

Only for student American Express® Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express' Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action—or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest—exclusively
for student Cardmembers:

■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

your own personalized discount card, valid
through January 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)
2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL—

OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS—t0 many

of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time student?

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don't miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

.

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges°

APPLY TODAY

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*11 you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029,
Attn. Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800942-AMEX. C51990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN

EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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By Elke Sorensen
Staff Writer

The winter blahs are slowly (hopefully)
edging away and you're ready to take in a
breath of fresh air and some real live
runnin', gunnin', and body slams? After
incredible nights of bleacher cheering
(way to go!) do you still have pent up,
screaming, fan support just dying to
come out? Try moving your bod' into
daylight and checking out the Puget
Sound men's lacrosse team's action.
For the newcomer, men's lacrosse may
seem like a mish-mash of tripping,
hitting and anything goes to get a goal.
Don't be afraid though, there arc actually
rules to this 'spontaneous' game--and one
is the necessity to wear shoulder-pads,
padded gloves and helmets. There are
boundaries, and if it's really important to
you, rules can be spotted in the midst of
the game. But don't worry whether the
guys are being 'good' or not, just watch.

The game is guaranteed to set your
mouth agape.
Last Sunday afternoon, at Baker
Stadium, the men's team played Gonzaga
University. The crowd of nearly 50
witnessed some spectacular collisions opponents beware, the Logger defense is
a wall in cleats! Puget Sound panbanging fans were also subject to a stickbreaking, and players throwing
themselves on the ground. And finally,
they saw the Logger men's winning ways
with the 13-7 victory.
Because Puget Sound clearly
outranked Gonzaga in skill, there were
lulls between the hard-core action. Plus,
as the clouds rolled over the field near
half-time, they also seemed to cloud the
Loggers' sight of their own capabilities.
But after a quick half-time breath, the
men were back showing it off to the
delight of their fans and dismay of the
Bulldogs.

uosue>pH ept>4

Lacrosse springs
back into action

Sophomore Keith Vernon and the men's tennis team have defeated Seattle
Pacific, Willamette University and Eastern Washin,gton in the past week.
Details on page 12

HELP WANTED: Summer Camp Jobs for
Men & Women Counselors, WSI, Arts & Crafts,
Drama. Riding, Tripping, Kitchen,
Maintenance/Driver.
-

Time for that hard
pressing question:
who do you call on
an empty stomach?

Hidden Valley Camp Interviewing March 22
Make appointments at the Academic &
Career Advisory Service, Library 225.
Best Fundraisers On Campus!
IS YOUR FRATERNITY, SORORITY OR
CLUB INTERESTED IN EARNING
$1,000.00+ FOR A ONE-WEEK, ON
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT? YOU
MUST BE WELL-ORGANIZED AND HARD
WORKING. CALL CORINE OR MYRA AT
(800) 592-2121.

BED -N- BREAKFAST
• BAY VIEW • HOT TUB • CABLE TV
Close to UPS. Private bath/family Rm.
Great hospitality!

wma-

Ofl`VO

WIN A IIAWAIIN VACATION OR RIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective'
Fundraiser
Commitment . Minimal
Money:
Raise $1,400
(
c_m,
Zero investment
Campus organizations, clubs, (rats, sororities call OCMC:
1 (8(10) 932 - 0528 . / 1 (800) 950 - 8472, EXT. 10

IS ANYONE DRIVING TO
SPOKANE, PULLMAN, OR
IN THE VINCINITY
THEREOF OVER SPRING
BREAK?
IF SO, I NEED A RIDE.

10

"

One
item
pizza
with one
12 oz.
pop.
Only

$ 4.25 +

tax.

GOOD AT PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
PLUS SALE TAX
[NP 3/21/1990

The
Delivery
Specialists

PIZZA
ANSWER
( ) mi
(r

1 4"

I .

TRY THE NEW
SUB SANDWICHES
ROAST BEEF SUB
HAM SUB
TURKEY SUB
CANADIAN SUB
THE ANSWER SUB

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25

Al 4 Meets,Provolone & /vet Cheese
ALL SUBS INCLUDE:
12in. Roll, choice of Provolone orAmr
Cheese, Tomato, Lettuce, Onion,
Mustard and Mayo

Extra Cheese $.85 Ex meat $1.50
GOOD AT PARTICIP/.TING LOCATIONS
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
PLUS SALE TAX
(RP 3/21/1990

PLEASE CALL LISA
X-4564

40 TE
."'"ir•- ■

One item
pizza
with two
12 oz.
pops.
Only

$ 5.25+

Considering Adoption?

Endless hugs, family fun,
education, travel,
boundless love for adopted
newborn. Permissable
expenses paid. Contact
Collect: Attorney (Joan)
(206) 728 - 5858 (file
#8818), Hopeful Parents
(206) 277 - 8920

tax.

GOOD AT PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTgER OFFER
PLUS SALE TAX
[NP 3/21/1990

YOU MAY EARN 5500 WKLY STUFFING
envelopes at home. No exp. For free
info send self addressed stamped
envelope to: 99216 36 st W.
93536.
CA
Lancaster,

The Puget Sound Trail
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Norris, Mandrones win in Seattle
By Kevin Strong

Loggers head
south for spring

Sports Editor

By Kevin Strong

Tami Norris and Matt Mandrones each
won events for the Logger track team
Saturday at the University of
Washington's Husky Relays.
Norris, a junior from Oregon City,

Sports Editor

The University of Puget Sound
baseball, softball and men's tennis teams
will be spending Spring Break in Arizona
next week while the women's tennis
team travels to Hawaii.
Coach Brad Cheney's Logger baseball
team is scheduled to play six games in
the Grand Canyon State.
On Sunday, the 3-2-2 Loggers face
Southwest Oklahoma in Phoenix at 11
a.m. then compete against Northwest
Oklahoma at 2 p.m.
After a day off, Puget Sound returns to
action on Tuesday, facing Arizona State
University in a doubleheader at Tempe.

'I'm running fairly
fast for this time of
the year but I still
hope to improve.'
captured the women's triple jump title
while Mandrones, a junior from Kelso,
won his 800 meter heat in 1:57.59.
According to Mandrones, he felt good
about Saturday's race but thinks he can
still do better.
"I'm running fairly fast for this time of
the year but I still hope to improve," said
Mandrones. "I'm shooting for Nationals
so I need to cut a few seconds off of my
time."
National qualifying time for the 800
meters is 1:52.2.
This Saturday Puget Sound competes
in the Salzman Relays at Pacific
Lutheran. Field events begin at 11:30
a.m. while track events start at noon.
Along with the Loggers, schools
scheduled to be at the Pacific Lutheran

Poyner honored
By Kevin Strong

The Loggers then conclude their
Arizona road trip with a double header on
Wednesday against Mesa State College of
Grand Junction, Colorado at Phoenix.
Meanwhile, the Puget Sound softball
team will be in Phoenix Thursday
through Saturday for the South Mountain
Tourney while the men's tennis team
will be in Phoenix Monday through
Friday for the Western Reserve
Invitational.

Junior Matt Mandrones won his 800 meter heat at the Husky Relays in 1:57.59

meet include the host Lutes, Simon Washington, Seattle Pacific and
Fraser, Central Washington, Western Whitman College.

Puget Sound men shoot down Falcons

Sports Editor

Designated hitter Pat Poyner has been
selected as the Flakcy Jake's Athlete of
the Week.
Poyner, a junior, went 5 for 13 from
the plate last week, had seven runs batted
in, one stolen base and one grand-slam
homerun.

In Hawaii, the women's tennis team
will be competing against Northern
Illinois on Monday, Providence College
on Tuesday, the University of Hawaii on
Wednesday, Brigham Young University
of Hawaii on Thursday and Chaminade
on Friday.

By Kevin Strong
Sports Editor

Junior Brent Wilcox and sophomore
Keith Vernon each won singles matches
Tuesday, then teamed up for a doubles
victory to lead the Logger men's tennis
team to a 7-2 win over visiting Seattle
Pacific.

Other Loggers who picked up singles
victories included freshman John Rice,
senior Jay Clark and freshman Jeff
Wiltse.
In doubles competition, Wiltse and
sophomore Doug Lyons won, along with
Wilcox and Vernon.
Last Saturday, the Loggers began the

day by clowning Willamette 7-2 in the
morning and finished it by beating
Eastern Washington 9-0 in the
afternoon.
Over Spring Break, Puget Sound will
travel to Phoenix to compete in the
Western Reserve Invitational
Tournament.

Scoreboard
NBA
Western Conference

Pacific Division
W L Pct. GB
43 14 .754
LA Lakers
40 18 .690 15
Portland
38 19 .667 5
Phoenix
30 28 .517 13.5
Seattle
26 32 .448 17.5
Golden State
23 35 .397 20.5
LA Clippers
17 42 .288 27
Sacramento
Midwest Division
42 17 .712
Utah
38 20 .655 3.5
San Antonio
32 26 .552 9.5
Dallas
32 26 .552 9.5
Denver
28 31 .475 14
Houston
15 42 .263 26
Minnesota
10 47 .175 31
Charlotte

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
37 21 .638
New York
37 22 .627 .5
Philadelphia
34 23 .596 2.5
Boston
23 37 .383 15
Washington
15 43 .259 22
New Jersey
13 47 .217 25
Miami

Central Division

Detroit

45 15 .750

Chicago
Milwaukee
Indiana
Atlanta
Cleveland
Orlando

38 20 .655 6
32 27 .542 12.5
31 29 .517 14
28 31 .475 16.5
25 33 .431 19
16 43 .271 28.5

MISL
Western Division
Dallas
St. Louis
San Diego
Tacoma

W L Pct. GB
22 15 .595
18 19 .486 4
16 21 .432 6
16 23 .410 7

Eastern Division
24 15 .615
Baltimore
21 17 .553 2.5
Kansas City
19 17 .528 3.5
Wichita
14 23 .378 9.5
Cleveland

NHL
Campbell Conference
Smythe Division
Pts
W L T
80
34 23 12
Edmonton
33 21 13
79
Calgary
32 27 8
Winnipeg
28 33 6
Los Angeles
20 38 11
Vancouver

St. Louis
Chicago
Toronto
Detroit
Minnesota

Norris Division
34 26 8
35 28 4
33 31 3
25 33 10
28 36 3

76
74
69
60
59

White Pass - Overcast, 40 degrees, no new
snow, 74 inch base.

Logger Sports Schedule

Friday, March 9
- The baseball team hosts Western Baptist
in a double header beginning at 12:30
Wales Conference
p.m.
Patrick Division
- The softball team scrimmages against
31 26 11
73
NY Rangers
Green River Community College at 3:30
31 32 5
67
Pittsburgh
p.m. in Auburn.
64
New Jersey
28 31 8
Saturday, March 10
28 32 8
64
NY Islanders
- The men's and women's track teams
29 34 5
63
Washington
compete in the Salzman Relays at Pacific
61
Philadelphia
26 33 9
Lutheran beginning at 11:30 a.m.
Adams Divison
Sunday, March 11
42 22 5
89
Boston
- The baseball team faces Southwest
82
37 24 8
Buffalo
Oklahoma at 11 a.m. in Phoenix, Arizona
77
35 26 7
Montreal
and Northwest Oklahoma at 2 p.m. in
71
32 28 7
Hartford
Phoenix, Arizona.
29
11 48 7
Quebec
Monday, March 12
- The men's tennis team competes at the
Ski Report
Western Reserve Invitational in Phoenix,
As of Tuesday afternoon:
Arizona through March 16.
Crystal Mountain - Partly Sunny, 43 - The women's tennis team faces Northern
degrees, no new snow, 74 inch base.
Illinios in Hawaii.
Mount Baker - Snowing, 30 degrees, 2
Tuesday, March 13
inches new, 172 inch base.
- The women's tennis team faces
Alpental - Light rain, 40 degrees, no new Providence College in Hawaii.
snow, 98 inch base.
- The baseball team competes against
Stevens Pass - Snowing, 34 degrees, trace Arizona State University in a double
new snow, 112 inch base.
header at Tempe beginning at 5 p.m.
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SPRING SPORTS SCIIIEDULE
BASEBALL
TIME
SITE
12:30 p.m. (DH)
Tacoma
Phoenix, AZ 11 a.m.
Phoenix, AZ 2 p.m.
5 p.m. (DH)
Tempe, AZ
Phoenix, AZ 9 a.m. (DH)
12 p.m. (DH)
Tacoma
12 p.m.
Tacoma
12 p.m. (DH)
Portland
12 p.m.
Portland
2:30 p.m.
Tacoma
12 p.m. (DH)
Spokane
12 p.m.
Spokane
3 p.m.
Parkland
1 p.m. (DH)
Tacoma
1 p.m. (DH)
Portland
3 p.m.
Seattle
1 p.m. (DH)
Salem
12 p.m. (DH)
Tacoma
3 p.m.
Tacoma
1 p.m.
Tacoma
1 p.m. (DH)
Tacoma
Cheney Stad. 3 p.m.
SOFTBALL
12 p.m. (DH)
Ellensburg
DATE
OPPONENT
Forest Grove 12 p.m. (DH)
March 15-17 South Mountain Tourney
TBA
TBA
31
Willamette University
TBA
TBA
April 5
Western Washington
Lewiston, ID TBA
7
Western Oregon
Warner Pacific
8
TRACK
13
Warner Pacific
SITE
DATE
MEET
14
Concordia College
Parkland
March 10
Pacific Lutheran Salzman Relays
15
Western Oregon
Seattle
University of Washington Classic
17
18
Pacific Lutheran
Seattle
Seattle Spring Break Open Meet
24
20
Oregon Tech
UPS Triangle Meet vs. PLU, Central Washington Tacoma
31
21
Lewis and Clark
Bellingham
Western Washington Invitational
April 7
22
Oregon Tech
Bellingham
NAIA District 1 Multi-events Championships
8-9
25
Pacific Lutheran
Salem
14
UPS vs. Willamette, PLU, Portland State
27
Concordia
Tacoma
21
UPS J.D. Shotwell Invitational
28
George Fox
Eugene
28
University of Oregon
29
Pacific University
Bellingham
May 11-12 NAIA District 1 Championships
May 2
George Fox
Vancouver
19
Swindell Relays
5
Linfield
Stephenville,TX
24-26 NAIA Championships
9-11 Bi-District Tournament

OPPONENT
DATE
Western Baptist College
March 9
11
Southwestern Oklahoma
Northwestern Oklahoma
11
Arizona State University
13
Mesa State College
14
Whitworth College
17
Whitworth College
18
Lewis and Clark College
23
Lewis and Clark College
24
Pacific Lutheran
28
Gonzaga University
31
Gonzaga University
April 1
Pacific Lutheran
4
7
George Fox College
Concordia College
8
University of Washington
10
Western Baptist College
13
Alumni
14
University of Washington
18
Central Washington
21
National Baseball Institute (Canada)
23
Pacific Lutheran
25
Central
Washington
29
Pacific University
May 5
11-13 District 1 Playoffs
17-20 Area 1 Playoffs
25-31 World Series

LOCATION
Phoenix, AZ
Tacoma
Bellingham
Parkland
Tacoma
Seattle
Ellensburg
Spokane
Spokane
Lewiston, ID
Auburn
Tacoma
Tacoma
Ellensburg

TIME
TBA
2:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
.30 p.m.
1 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
2 p.m.
TBA
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
TBA

CREW
DATE
April 7
13-14
20
28
May 5
12-13
12,20

EVENT
Dual meet with Washington State University
Corvallis Invitational
Vancouver/Portland Regatta
Tri-Cities Sports Festival
Meyer/Lamberth Cup
Regionals
Pacific Coast Rowing Championships

.lit.4 L JD atinitia,vu offal:it
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LOCATION
Phoenix, AZ
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Portland
Portland
Monmouth
Parkland
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Peck Field
Newberg
Peck Field
Parkland

TIME
TBA
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 p.m.
11 a.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
TBA

WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S TENNIS
OPPONENT
DATE
March 12-16 Western Reserve Invitational
Pacific Lutheran
21
Western Washington
24
Pacific Lutheran
April 2
Whitman College
8
12
Seattle Pacific
13
Central Washington
Whitworth College
14
14
Gonzaga
Lewis and Clark State College
21
Green River Community College
23
26
Seattle University
Green River Community College
30
Districts
May 4-6

0

LOCATION
Pullman
Corvallis
Vancouver, WA
Richland
Tacoma
Portland
Sacramento

.'JL1iU 11.1111 ..■ 11 ,v4 t.DIL W:011

DATE
March 12
13
14
15
16
20
24
29
30
31
31
April 6
7
8
12
13
16
19
24
27
28
May 4-6

OPPONENT
Northern Illinois University
Providence College
University of Hawaii
Brigham Young of Hawaii
Chaminade University
Pacific Lutheran
Western Washington
University of Washington
University of Portland
Willamette University
Lewis and Clark College
Central Washington
University of Idaho
Whitman College
University of Washington
Washington State University
Seattle University
Seattle Pacific University
Pacific Lutheran
Western Oregor. Stato College
University of C:-cgon
Districts
■■■

- Club sports schedules will be published March 22
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LOCATION
U. of Hawaii
U. of Hawaii
U. of Hawaii
BYU of Hawaii
U. of Hawaii
Tacoma
Bellingham
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Ellensburg
Moscow
Walla Walla
Seattle
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Parkland
Monmouth
Eugene
Ellensburg

TIME
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
8 a.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
10 a.m.
TBA
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Staff Editorial
Campaign good, but excessive
The Trail would like to congratulate Bill Potter, John Otter, Lisa Matye, Leslie
Skinner, Herman Westreich, Paul Weigel, and Matt Holm, the newly elected ASUPS
officers and senators. We would also like to thank the 1,021 Puget Sound students who
got off their butts and voted. In comparison with last year's spring election, when only
780 people voted, the election this year was a huge success. What was it that made the
difference? A number of things, some good, some not so good. The candidates displayed
admirable persistence throughout the large number of public speeches and open forums
they had to endure. Furthermore, they made an important effort to reach people in the
halls and around campus, often in innovative ways. They campaigned with an
enthusiam that made a visible impact at the polls. These were the good aspects of the
campaign.
The bad aspects of the campaign were, not surprisingly, often the result of too much
drive and ambition to rouse the student body. Candidates wasted a ridiculous amount of
paper on the flyers that they dumped on tables in the Rotunda and the Great Hall. A
Trail staff member counted twelve flyers on one table alone, three of which were
identical. Also, the harassing of hall- and off-campus residents with flyers stuck under
their doors and impromptu visits by candidates (sometimes at odd hours) seems a bit
excessive.
All in all, though, it went pretty damn well. Thanks.

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students, the
University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the opinion of a
majority of the core staff. Guest opinions are printed at the discretion of the Editor, The Trail
reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All
letters must have a signature and a phone number and are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other correspondence may

by addressed to: The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

[ Guest Opinion

Afro-American studies plan is misguided
By David Quast and Michael McElroy
Guest Contributors
Eric D. William's editorial (The Trail, 3/2) raises important issues which have
currency both at the University of Puget Sound and in the academy at large. While his
recommendations are interesting, they are based on assumptions which are invalid. In
addressing the concept of diversity, one must look at what truly entices members of
minority cultures or races to take part in one's community. In recent times, the
implementation of gender or culture-specific areas of study on many prominent college
campuses has been perceived as a means by which diversity can be pursued by
universities. While there is no doubt that these forms of study do in fact attract those
students of different backgrounds to the university, it is not entirely clear that this
method furthers the cause for which diversity is sought; the integration of those
students into the community. Further, the view that Afro-Americans should teach such
courses has serious repercussions for academic objectivity and the prejudices of
minority students.
The establishment of an Afro-American studies program implies that while the nature
of their experiences is different than "ours," this fact is better demonstrated without
benefit of contrast. Expounding this differentiation does little to help us understand how
we are alike, and would further segregate our groups through the stratifying of our
cultures into individual aspects of development. While Afro-Americans do have a
unique and important place in the history of the United States, theirs is a story which is
also "ours," (however painful Afro-American's chapter in US history may be). As Mr.
Williams points out in his editorial, "Afro-American history is not separate from
American history, but is American history itself." I would not argue with this except to
say that Afro-American history is a vital part of American history and, as such, cannot
be isolated from it as in Mr. William's utopia.
Would anyone advocate an "Afro-American history" class that makes no mention of
the Constitutional Convention (except to touch upon the 3/5 compromise), or a US
History class that ignores the question of slavery, except as it pertained to white
political and economic interests? I hope, and assume, not. The interdependence of these
issues alone shows that narrowing the cultural focus to one specific group would not
only betray the essence of historical events but also unduly separate groups in the
hopes of independent pride, with the possible adverse side effects of a "separate but
equal" academic community.
In addition to the lack of merit of Afro-American studies themselves (unlike, for
example, Asian Studies which takes an inclusive view of its broad subject matter), the
case for them is seriously damaged by the contention that an "Afro-American" class

should be taught by an Afro-American due to "inside experience." Ignoring the broader
implications of this assertion for a moment, it seems clear that the genes which
determine skin color do not endow an individual with job credentials. Perhaps we are
fortunate at UPS to have instructors who can teach in such diverse fields as Asian
Studies and Buddhism while remaining personally distinct from these cultures. (This is
not to suggest that there are not professors in these fields without strong cultural or
religious tics to their specialties, rather to point out that those who happen not to do
not have academic "disabilities.") Common sense suggests that rigorous, objective
scholarship can overcome any meager advantages gained solely by the color of one's
skin or country of one's origin. In fact, the implication is that non-blacks are inherently
inferior to blacks, in at least this one respect. Given the tenor of the remainder of Mr.
Williams' letter, it becomes clear that this was not his intention.
In a larger sense, the hypothesis that membership in a cultural group is a prerequisite
for intimate knowledge of it cannot be true if many of important advances in the
sciences and humanities are to be praised. For example, it would be impossible for any
living scholar to have "inside" knowledge of Athenian democracy, Tudor England, or
the French Revolution. Similarly, whether or not one can use semantic creativity to
justify "experiential advantages" bestowed by birth, it is a simple fact that no professor
has ever experienced early African history (while there are many black and non-black
scholars on this topic), and more to the point, the abomination of slavery.
Further, Mr. Williams seems to extend prejudices to minority students that they
most likely do not hold, by claiming that they need teachers of their own race to look
to for role models and counsel. Speaking from personal experiences, we have no trouble
looking up to prominent Afro-American leaders and thinkers. To name a few: Thomas
Sowell, Alan Keyes, Norm Rice, Martin Luther King Jr., and Booker T. Washington.
Likewise, the advice we receive from faculty (and people in general) is judged on the
intellectual quality of its content, independent of the skin color of its elucidator. We
assume and recognize that the same impartiality applies to minority students.
When addressing such important subjects as those of race, it is important to apply
critical thought to the merits of whatever measures one wishes to implement. Such is
the aim of this letter, and we freely invite criticism of our arguments. A priori
assertions about the good of "Afro-American studies" are only a beginning. We hope
that diversity will be propagated in ways that will further the cause of cultural
interaction, rather than foster more disparity between races. By giving Afro-Americans a
"room of their own" in American History, we necessarily are extracting them from the
room that is "our" history. An invitation, rather than a restraining order, would be more
in the American spirit.
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Trail editors
should report,
not make news
The editors of The Trail, concerned
about potential limits on the freedom of
speech within college newspapers, should
be acclaimed for reminding students
about the dimensions of their freedoms
(2/22 editorial). The professionalism and
credibility of the media are enhanced
when the leaders of such institutions bear
those responsibilities. The enthusiasm of
The Trail staff in seeking to maintain
these rights of free expression should not
be compromised, however, through an
abuse of privilege.
In the same edition, within a cover
story, a reporter revealed that The Trail
helped organize a protest outside Jones
Hall against the university trustees and
their plans for a tuition hike. In such
cases, if The Trail is concerned about
censorship of student media, or more
subtle coercion as insinuated, the
newspaper's bias in this affair (if the lead
paragraph is correct in fact) harms the
truth. The Trail is certainly a student
voice, but it must ensure that it merely
reports the news. Unless The Trail
curtails such activities as helping
organize rallies, one may find university
administrators asking them to do so.
The Trail should be more professional
and look for the scoops that can be
obtained through fair means that would
show its editorial independence and spirit
to the UPS community. It has happened
before. A Daily Evergreen reporter at
WSU spied a memo on a desk in former
President Glenn Terrell's reception office
on the eve of his retirement stating that
the WSU regents planned to boost his
salary to raise his pension. The reporter
published the news in an accurate report
that created such a statewide furor that the
regents rescinded the proposal.
The Trail's watchdog attitude should
be commended, but dear friends, in the
quest for freedom and truth, do not help
make the news. Just report all the news
fit for your editorial outlook on what
UPS is all about. First amendment: use
it with responsibility. Voltaire said it
more eloquently: think for yourself and
let others enjoy the same privilege.
Armed with facts, enlightened readers can
often make rational and studied opinions,
indicative of the most basic foundation of
individual freedom within a democracy.
Keep the torch burning.
Keep the editorials on the proper page.
Jonathan Feste

Two guys will
take care of the
Rendezvous
To ASUPS, the Cellar, Info Center,
Dean of Students Office, and concerned
students. Addressing the problem of the
limited Rendezvous hours, it seems that
the root of the conflict is who will be
responsible for monitoring the room and
liable for any damages or theft therein
during the hours the Info Center is
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closed. The Cellar, ASUPS, the Info
Center, or Dean of Students all are
reluctant to assume that responsibility
and liability.
No problem. How about this: we, Britt
Atack and Tom Moore, hereby state in
writing that we will assume any and all
responsibility for Rendezvous damages or
theft when we are there during
unsupervised hours, providing that we
have a key to the premises. We will offer
this service free of charge.
The benefits of this proposal are that it
will allow Britt and Tom the use of the
facilities during optional times, extended
use for other students, no liability for the
Info Center, Cellar, ASUPS, or Dean of
Students Office, and more money for
whoever profits from video game
patronage. In addition, no effort is
required from these parties.
This proposal is not a long-term
solution or a great solution, but until a
formal agreement is reached by the
concerned parties, it would suffice.
While the hours may not be consistent
under our supervision, this proposal will
allow greater use of the Rendezvous,
which is its purpose.
The only reservation we can foresee
would be raised by those who would
doubt whether we are responsible and
upstanding students/citizens and should
be bestowed with this tremendous,
controversial, and obviously repugnant
responsibility which no one else has
stepped forward to assume. In our truly
objective opinions as Phi Kappa Phi
members and former JV basketball
players, we feel that we are more than
capable and qualified to step forward and
meet this responsibility. Thus we hereby
volunteer to do so.
Tom Moore
Britt Atack

Veteran Logger
sees a liberal
trend at UPS
I will agree that Puget Sound is
conservative, but certainly not as
conservative as it was. When I came here
in 1986, Dexter van Zile was the campus
radical and there were maybe a dozen socalled hippies or granolas, and
Birkentsocks were a sign of radicalism.
In those days, maybe politics were what
we argued about in letter after letter to
The Trail, or "objectionable lifestyles"
were attacked and defended. There were
two kinds of politics a person could
subscribe to--Republican or radical. Even
The Trail got in on it--I was called a
"liberal rabblerouser" more than once, for
example.
Puget Sound is liberalising, although
politics don't seem to get the attention
they used to. Perhaps those of us who are
coming of age after Reagan are so
disillusioned or apathetic about the
national political state of affairs that they
are concentrating on other kinds of
issues. Diversity and the environment,
for example, were far from the minds of
most folks until very recently. The
university is still not a college of

rabblerousing protestors, of course. There
have been attempts at protest, but 100
people protesting against deferred rush
two years ago and 50 against the tuition
hike a couple of weeks ago does not
make this a radical campus. After all, the
inherently conservative and conformist
institutions of Greek Row seem to attract
a higher percentage of freshman every
year (but no one seems to know whether
this is really because of the strengthened
alcohol policy).
However, the entity known as "the
university" seems to be letting its hair
down, if not allowing it to grow a little.
New groups like Activists for a Better
Environment and Students for Social
Responsibility presently exist side by
side with the veteran liberals of Amnesty
International. No one here would have
thought of ABE or SSR four years ago.
A forum on sexual diversity that included
gay students couldn't have happened here
four years ago, and a diversity core
requirement wasn't even a twinkle in any
student's eye.
Perhaps it is this rather general move
towards liberalism that has left The
Trail without letters.
Just thought I'd point it out.
Samantha Kahn

Minority studies
missing at UPS
The article that appeared in The Trail
on March 2, entitled "Where's the
diversity?," really struck a chord with me.
For quite some time I have felt that this
school has been lacking in the
development of a minorities studies
program, in particular regarding AfroAmericans and their history. I'm paying
over $14,000 to attend the University of
Puget Sound and I cannot even learn about
a part of my own history.
It's time that the administration gets
its act together and begins to promote
diversity, starting with the establishment
of a permanent Afro-American studies
program in our history department.
Josh Stepherson

Hunger director
found mistakes
We strongly support the work done by
UPS Key Club members last week in
helping to focus student eyes on the
growing problem of hunger in our
community and in the United States.
I appreciate the concern and interest
shown by the group who attended my
talk last week in the Rotunda. There are,
however, a couple of key numbers that
were NOT correct in Mr. Grant's article
in the February 22 edition of The Trail.
The Food Connection is the LARGEST
single location food bank in our area, and
provided 1,123,794 meals to the hungry
in 1989. That is an average of 3,079
meals per day, not the 110 Mr. Grant
stated in the article. Secondly, the
Emergency Food Network coalition
provided an average of 334,128 meals per
month in 1989, not the 180,000 stated in
the article. That figure was the number
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provided in 1986.
Finally, the participation of UPS
students in helping to provide food for
the hungry has been important to the
success this county has had. We need
you!
David Ottey
Director
Emergency Food Network

Printing vote
totals is 'rude'
After every senate election, The Trail
prints who won, who did not, and the
total number of votes that each candidate
received. I have remained quiet about this
for almost three years now, but I am sick
and tired of not saying anything. The fact
that the number of the vote totals are
printed seems unnecessarily rude to me. I
have discussed this sentiment with many
other people and I feel as if I am the only
one with this complaint. But I'm gonna
complain about it anyway. Here are some
reasons I've heard why the number of
votes each candidate received should be
printed:
People want to know the results.
That is how real newspapers do it.
If you're running for senate (or any
other elected position) you should be
prepared to accept some sort of failure or
public humiliation.
Here are my responses to these
reasons:
Great! It -people want to know. the
specific vote totals, leave them posted
outside The Trail or ASUPS office,
instead of printing them so callously on
the front page.
The Trail is not a real newspaper.
I'm not slamming The Trail. Obviously
the staff attempts to create a paper for the
college campus. But the college campus
is not the real world. If you think it is,
you are only fooling yourself. In the real
world, there are many newspapers, and
they compete with each other for
headlines, giving little thought to the
harm that they might do to someone in a
public position. Since the paper is a
campus paper, I do not see why the level
of humiliation cannot be controlled.
Obviously, being attacked in an open
forum, or actually losing the race for an
elected position can be rough enough.
Why must The Trail print the specific
vote results, especially if the vote spread
is ridiculously large?
As I said earlier, if you are running
for an elected position, you must be
prepared for some sort of embarrassment.
That does not give The Trail the right to
turn the senate elections into a popularity
contest.
Do not print the vote totals that each
candidate received! Nobody will care if
you leave them out of the paper, as long
as they can be read somewhere. If printed,
I'm afraid that they can cause too much
damage.
By the way, I never ran for senate.
This is not a personal issue. It is an
issue of tact!
Hoping for change,
Jeff Jacobson
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"...WATCHTOWER could be the next Rush!"
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Metal Hammer
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4321 limy Way N E
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MUSIC VIDEOS • VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING
PIZZA
SPRING SKI
PARTY

$ 5 49

At Wenatchee's

Plus Tax

MISSION RIDGE

A

March 14 - April 1
Save $5 on an
all-day lift ticket.

Good at 2601 N. Pearl location
Thin Crust Only

Instore • Takeout • Deliver
Minium delivery $10.00

756-5313

RoundTable Pizza
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/20'.

(college student ID required)

Lodging / Lift Packages Available
Nendel's Four Seasons Inn — East Wenatchee
800-223-6611
Holiday Lodge — Wenatchee
800-722-0852
Snowline: 509-663-3200
Open Wed. through Sun.
9am to 4pm

